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Abstract 
Taksar, MI., Skorohod problems with nonsmooth boundary conditions, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 233-251. 
The classical Skorohod problem deals with a path-by-path construction of a diffusion process in a region with 
oblique reflection at the boundary, starting from a standard Brownian motion. We show an existence of a weak 
solution to this problem if the bo:mdary and the reflection vector-field satisfy the uniform interior cone 
condition. 
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1. Introduction 
The theory of stochastic differential equations with reflecting conditions is closely related to 
the so-called “Skorohod Problem” (see [7]). This problem also naturally arises in the theory of 
singular stochastic control when one deals with construction of the optimal policies (see 
[l&,24,28]). 
The Skorohod Problem (SP) is defined in the following way. There is a compact set D in lRd 
with a nonempty interior and a vector-field y(x) on the boundary aD, such that 1 y(x) I = 1 for 
all x E iID. Suppose that for each x ED there exist a ii x d matrix (T(X) and a vector 
/L(X) E Rd. 
Let w( - ) be a standard Brownian motion in Rd with w(O) E D. Let x! l 1 md k( - ) be two 
processes adapted to the filtration F[ = a( W( s), s < t). Let 1 k 1 (t) stand for the total variation 
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of the process k on [O, t 1. The pair (x, k) is called a strong solution to Skorohod problem in 
( D, y 1 if a.s. for all t >, 0: 
x(t) =x*-i- /b(x(s))dw(s) -+(x(s))d~+k(t), 
0 0 
(1 1) . 
x(t) ED, (1 1 9 .d 
1 k I(t) = fk&(sjj ti i EL. I(s), 
0 
k(t) = (‘y(x(s))d I k I(s)= (14) . 
‘0 
Speaking informally, the function k is added to the solution of a stochastic differential 
equation in such a way that the resulting process stays always inside D. Moreover, this 
interference does not happen unless the process X( l ) reaches the boundary aD and the 
displacement of the original process is done in the direction of the vector-field y. 
When 0 is the identity matrix and p = 0, the Skorohod problem becomes deterministic in its 
nature. However, even in the latter case the most important applications are for w( l ) 
generated by trajectories of a continuous Markov (usually diffusion) process. 
With w( l ) being a stochastic process, one can also speak of a weak solution to the SP in 
(0, y). We say that the SP in (D, y) has a weak solution if there exists a probability space 
(Cn, z%, gr, Q) and processes W(t) and K(t) adapted to St such that W( l ) is a standard 
Brownian motion with respect to 5Ft and (l.l)-( 1.4) hold for the pair ( W, K). Roughly 
speaking, the difference between a strong and a weak solution is in inability to find in the latter 
case the Frnctional K which is measurable with respect to the o-field generated by W( l ). In 
order to construct such a functional one has to extend the “information filtration” Ft to gt. 
There have been many approaches to the solution of the SP. In many cases treated earlier 
y(x) coincided with the inward normal to 30 at x (see [8,14,16,17,23,29] and others). 
Subsequently a lot of effort has been expended to the solution of SP in which y(x) is an 
arbitrary vector-field en 30. The latter got the name of Skorohod Problem with Oblique 
reflection (SPO) as opposed to the Skorohod Problem with Normal reflection (SPN) of the 
former case. 
_A rather comprehensive treatment of the SPO is done in 1151. It showed that if 30 and y(x) 
are smooth enough, say three times continuously differentiable, and the vector-field y is 
nowhere tangential to aD, then the solution of SP in (D, y) exists. 
In [29] the SPN was considered for convex regions D without any smoothness conditions on 
aD. In a subsequent work [21] the SPN was solved for nonsmooth regions D for which the only 
requirements were the uniform exterior sphere condition and the uniform interior cone 
condition (see Section 2 below). This result was used in [22] for ihe solution of stochastic 
differential equation associated with mutually reflecting Brownian balls. 
References [26,27] analyze weak solutions to the Skorohod problem. In reference [26] a weak 
solution to the SPO was found by proving existence of a process x(t) for which 
fixit)) - fAf iW)ds 
‘0 
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is a submartingale for every f for which af/&y 2 0, C. tp~re 
The submartingale formulation proved to be very useful for analyzing weak solutions to the 
SP (see [l,ll-131). 
In 1121 a “patchwork martingale problem” technique was introduced. With the help of this 
technique it was shown that there exists a solution to the SPO if the following conditions are 
satisfied. The vector-field y c an be extended from 30 to R” in such a way that any solution to 
the ordinary differential equation j(t) = y( y( t)) spends zero time on 3D. 
Reference [2] considered a path-by-path strong solution to the SP and its continuity with 
respect to data. An existence of a strong solution was shown without proving uniqueness {a very 
rare phenomenon in the SP theory) for C’ piecewise-smooth D subject to the uniform exterior 
sphere condition and a continuous vector-field y. In [4,5] their previous result on solutions of 
PDEs with the oblique derivative boundary condition was used to prove existence and 
uniqueness of a strong solution to the SP in the cases when either y is twice continuously 
differentiable or y is Lipschitz and aD is piecewise continuously differentiable. 
Of particular interest is [30]. This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a solution to the SPO in a wedge with constant vector-field on each side. It also 
shows that a solution to the SPO does not need to exist if both aD and y have singularities. 
In this paper we show that if o( 0 ) and p( l ) satisfy the usual Lipschitz condition and y is 
continuous subject to the uniform interior cone condition (see condition (A) in Section 2), then 
there exists a weak solution to the SP in (D, y). In the case of a smooth aD, the uniform 
interior cone condition is equivalent o nontangentiality of aD to y (condition (B) in Section 2). 
Our results are close to those of [12], although they neither generalize nor follow the latter. 
We do not require existence of an extension of y to Rd so that the solution of an ordinary 
differential equation exists. This would need an implicit assumption of Lipschitz continuity of 
7. On the other hand, the technique of [12] works for y which could be tangential to aD at 
some points, while ours does not. In the next section we state our assumptions on the region D 
and the vector-field 7 and formulate the main results. In Section 3 we construct approximations 
(mollifiers) 0, and ‘y, to the domain D and vector-field y in such a way that both a0, and y, 
are sufficiently smooth and the conditions of [S] are satisfied. Section 4 is devoted to a priori 
estimates on the maxima and local times of Ito’s processes. In Section 5 we show that if W( l ) is 
a Brownian motion, then the sequence of solutions ix,, ic,) to the SP in i_z?, r,i is wea’kly 
compact. In the last section we use this fact to construct a sequence <l@$ X,, K,) on another 
probability space converging a.s. The strong limit of this sequence provides a weak solution to 
the SP. 
2. Assumptions and formulation of the problem 
Let X, ZERO and ]z]=l.For b>OandO<a<l put 
C(X, z, b, a) = (y E Rd: I y--x I <b, (y -x, z) a al Y -xl). 
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We start with a compact set 
such that for each s E aD, 
ly(r)l= 1. 
D c IR” and a continuous vector-field y(x) on the boundary of D 
Our main assumption on D and y is the following (the uniform interior cone condition). 
ere exist b > 0 and 0 < Q < I such that for each x E 30, 
C(x, y(x), 6, a) CD. 
Let n(x), x E ~IID be a unit inward normal to i3D at the point x. If 30 E C’ and y is 
continuous, then condition (A) is equivalent o (B) below. 
(B) There exists a! > 0 such that for any x E aD, 
(Y(X)? n(x)) aa- 
For each x E D we are given a d X d matrix (T(X) and a vector p!x) E UP? We assume that 
there exists M > 0 such that 
llo~X)-u(Y)ll+I~(X)-cl(Y)l~~I~-Yt. (2 1) . 
We say that there exists a weak solution to the Skorohod problem in (D, yb if for each 
x0 E D there exists a probability space (J2, g, 3=[, Q) and continuous processes FW( t ), X(t) and 
K(t) adapted to 2Ft such that 
W( - ) is a standard Brownian motion in Wd with respect to the filtration gl, (2 2) . 
and for all t 2 0, 
X(t)=x,+~b(X(~))dW(s)+/;(X(s))ds+K(t), 
0 0 
(2 3) . 
X(t) ED, (2 4) . 
I K l(t) = \&,(X(s))d I K l(s), (2 5) . 
‘0 
K(t) = \ty(X(s))d I K I(s). 
-0 
(2 6) . 
Our main result is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. If conditions (2.1) and (A) hold, then there exists a weak solution to the Skorohod 
problem in (D, y). 
3. Comstruction of mollifiers 
In this section we will construct a family of regions 0, and vector-fields yV, both infinitely 
smooth and uniformly approaching D and y, respectively. We will show that ! O,, yV) will 
satisfy condition (A) of the previous section with constants b and a independent of v. 
By Titze’s theorem (see [19j) there exists a continuous vector-field y(x), x E I@, such that 
r(x) = y(x) for all x E aD and 1 y(x) I= 1. Without any confusion we will write y( x ), x E l@, 
instead of y(x). Let 
f(x) =p(x, D), x E Rd, 
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where p is the Euclidean metric in Rd, and let h,, E C”([Wd, R,) be such that h(x) = 0 for 
I x Ia v and 
(3 1) . 
Put 
f”(X) = j-p -Y)f(Y)dY* (3 2) . 
Obviously fV converges uniformly to f on any compact subset of Rd as v + 0. Put 
D,={xER~: f,(x)<3v). 
It is clear that 0, ID and for any x E aD#, we have f,(x) = 3v. Thus for each x E aO,, 
2v <p(x, D) < 4v. (3 3) . 
Regions O,, are the mollifiers of D we are looking for. 
Our next goal is to establish a relationship between aD,, and the vector-field y. 
Proposition 3.1. Let x E D and n’ E aD be such that 
1X-E I = p(X, D). 
Then 
(3 4) . 
( jj -x, y(X)) 2 (1 - a2)l” I F -x I. (3 5) . 
Proof. In view of (3.4) for any 5 E D, 
@ 4, x -x) > 0, (3.6) 
consequently 
(y(i), x -x) >, 0. (3 7) . 
Let z1 = (+Y -x)/I X - x I. If y(X) = t 1, then (3.5) follows trivially. Otherwise consider vectors 
z2, z3 lying in the plane L spanned by z1 and y(X) such that l z2 I = I z3 I = 1 and 
bz,, bz, E C(% y(X), b, a), (3 8) . 
(Zi, y(X)) = 1 -a, i = 2, 3, (3 9) . 
Z2+Z3 
JG)= lz,+zJ (3.10) 
From (3.9) and (3.10) it follows that 
( z2, z3) = 2a2 - 1. 
Let z = +( z2 + z,) and 5 = i( z2 - z3). By virtue of (3.6) and (3.8), 
( z2, z1)=(z+& zJ>O, (Z3, Z1)=(Z-59 ZAaO* 
By virtue of (3.10), (3.7) and (3.12), 
I(& ZJd(G q)L 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Obviously (z, 5) = 0. Therefore, 
1 = i 21 I’= 
(29 q)- + (z,5)_ 
id’ 
p G (29 z,)‘( Iz r2 + 15 r2) 
Ml2 
(z, zA2( I+-ISI’) (z, z1)2 = 
I z I2 I5 I2 = lr121~12’ 
From (3.13) and (3.11) follows 
(z, L~)2.1Z121~12=$(1-(Z2, z3)2)=a2-n4. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Since z=y(Z)IzIand 
I’I=l~(z~+z~)l=a, 
(3.14) implies (3.5). Cl 
Let cu - i( 1 - az)1/2. Let v0 < 1 be such that 
IY(~)-Y(Y)l<~9 if Ix-yI<6v, and p(x, D&l. (3.15) 
Proposition 3.2. For ecery u < v. and every E < cw, 
f(x) -f(x-EY(Z)) >ea, 
provided 
V <p(x, D) < 5V 
and 
Ix-ZIG. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Prwf.Let y=y(z)and y=x- my. Since I x - y I = E < Y, it follows from (3.17) that y GC D. Let 
x,~EaobesuchthatIx-xI=p(x,D)and(y-yI=p(y,D).Letn=(x-x)/[x-xI.Put 
yi =x - (n, ey)n. Since y, -y = ~7 -(n, E~);I is orthogor,al to y1 -2, 
ly-_x12=ly-y,12+iy,-zl’=ly-x12-lx-y~12+IY]-x12 
< 1 y -x I2 + I y, -2 12* 
Therefore (3.19) implies 
f(x)-f(y)=Ix-xl-Iy-jqIlx---l-II--i 
BIx-rl-(ly-x12+Iy,-~i2) 
l/2 
= ix-Xl-ly,-Xl- IY-xi2+iY,-~i2) 
I( 
!‘2_Iy,_xi 1 
=E(y,n)- Iyl-Xi2+~2) 
I 
l/2- I y, -F I] 
(3.19) 
=E(Y, il) -I Y, -Zl[(l+( ly,ri,)2)1’2-l]. 
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In view of (3.17) and (3.18), 1 z -i I< 6u and (3.15) implies 1 y(X) - y I< CL By virtue of (3.5), 
(Y, n) > 2a. (3.20) 
Note that ac < 3. Thus (3.17) implies 1 y , -X 12 I x -2 I - E >, iv. Consequently, for E < a(~, 
1 2E2 E 
< yv<E ; <CUE. 
( 1 
From (3.19)~(3.21) follows (3.161. •I 
Proposition 3.3. For any z subject to (3.3) and any u < uo, 
-(of;(z), Y(Z)) 2 fX* 
Proof. Let B(x, R) = {y: I y -x I < R). Let y = y(z). Compute 
V”(Z) 
-(VfJz), y(r)) = - ay = !i_m,(f”(Z) -f,(z + EY)) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
1 
= lim - 
Ed0 E 
h,(z-x)f(x)dx- 
/ ( 
- h z+ey-x)f(x)dx 
Rd 1 
1 
= lim - Ed0 E h,.(z -x)(f(x) -f(x-E~))dx - 1 (3.23) 
If z is subject to (3.31 and x E B(z, v), then z and x are subject to the condition of Proposition 
3.2. Therefore for each E < (YV the integral in the right-hand side of (3.23) exceeds CYE. Thus 
(3.22) follows. •I 
Corollary 3.4. For any x subject to (3.3) and v < vo, 
I Vf,(x) I > 0. 
In particular aD,, is infinitely differentiable. 
Let 
(,(x) = j-@+Y)Y(Y)dY~ 
sLs-4 
Y"(X) = 1s,ol’ 
The integration above is coordinatewise. Since yV converges to y uniformly on any compact set, 
here exist I/,, v1 < vo, and b > 0 such that for any Y < ZQ and for any x subject to pk, D) < 1, 
I Y,(X) - Y(X) I < $% (3.24) 
Iyv(x)-yv(y)I<~~, if Ix-ykb. (3.25) 
In the sequel we will consider only Y < v1 not mentioning it specifically. 
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Theorem 3.5. For each pair ( D,,, y,) condition (A) is sarisfied with a = 1 - &x2 and b being the 
same as in (3.25). 
N I= 1 v 1 = 1 and (u, V) 2 CY, then trivial computations show 
124 - VI< fLY. (3.26) 
sup e there exist v and x ED, and w E C(x, y(x), b,a) such that w eD,,= Let Z=(W - 
xv . Since 1 vf, 1~ 1, the inequalities (3.26) and (3.24) imply 
I(Qf&w 4 - (QfvW YW) I 
< I(Vfp(x), f) - (Vf,(x)* Y,(X)) I + l(Vf”(X)~ YVW) - (Vf”(d YW I 
~Iz-y~(x)l+IY*(x.)-Yy(~)l~~a. 
Proposition 3.3 and inequality (3.27) show 
(Vfp, z) < -+a. 
Therefore for all sufficiently small E > 0 (recall that f&d = 34, 
f,(x + cz) < 3% 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
On the other hand, x + (w -x) E 0,. Therefore there exists 0 < E < b such that 
f,(x +ez) > 3v. (3.29) 
Let f. be the infimum of all E > 0 subject to (3.29). It is obvious that f&x + q+) = 3~ and 
f,( x + EZ) < 3~ for all 0 < E < l 0. Therefore 
(Vf,.(Y)Y 2) > 09 (3.30) 
where y =x + QZ. On the othei hand, 1 y -x I= l o < b and by virtue of (3.24)-(X26), 
I(wI.~Y)? Y(Y)) - (QfI.(Y)9 41 
~Iz-Y~(x)l~lY~(~)-Y”(Y!l+lY”(Y)-Y(Y)l~~a. 
The above inequality and Proposition 3.3 imply (Vfv( y ), z) < - ia, which contradicts (3.30). 
cl 
4. Inequalities for maxima and IwaI times 
In this section we will prove inequalities for the maxima of deviations of a sequence of Ito’s 
processes and their local times. These inequalities depend only on the uniform bounds for the 
Mfusion and drift coefficients. 
Let W( t ) be a standard d-dimensional Wiener process on <fi, F, Fl, P) and tic t ) and q;j(t) 
be Ff-predictable processes. Let S(s) and H(s) be the follcNing d-dimensional processes: 
Si(~) = ~‘~i(t)dt, (44 
0 
(42) . 
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose that there exists a constant c such that for all t > 0 and all i, j < d, 
ISi Irlij(t)I<c7 a-s. 
Then there exists a constant C, which depends only on c such that for S and H given by (4.1) and 
(4.2), for all 0 < T < 1, 
E{IS(T)+H(T)14)<C,T2. (4 3) . 
Proof. From [9, Chapter 1, Section 4, Theorem 61, 
E /‘11,(t) dq(t) 
0 
)4] < 2TjdrE(so(tJ4} dt < 2c4T2* 
Trivially, 
On the other hand, 
IS(T)+H(T)14~24(1S(T)14+IH(T)14) 
(4 4) . 
(4 5) . 
Thus (413) follows from (4.4)-(4.6) with C, = 24c4(d5 + 2d’O). •I 
Proposition 4.2. Let the conditions of Proposition 4.1 be satisfied. Then there exists a constant C, 
which depends only on c such that for all 0 < T < 1, 
E{ ( oms(TI S(.s) + H(s) 1)4) < C,T’. 
*\ 
Proof. It is obvious that 
< ( max cs O,cs<T 1 
4 
= c4T4 < c4T2 . 
From [3, Section VI.11 follows 
< 3 (")" max E 
O<s<T 
Proposition 4.1 and (4.9) imply 
< oysyT($)4C,s2 =- ($)4C,T2. 
. . 
(4 7) . 
(4 8) . 
\ 
(4 91 . 
(4.10) 
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Similar to (4.6) we get 
Tang expectation of (4.111, and applying (4.8) and (4.10), we get (4.7) with c, = 2”(d5c4 + 
($w*C*). cl 
Corollary 43. Let L be a linear subspace in R” and x L denote the projection of x E Rd onto L. 
Then 
E(( o~;~T I HL(s) + SL(s) I)‘) G C2T2. (4.12) 
The proof oF (4.12) follows from the obvious inequality 1 x L 1~ I x I. 
Remark 4.4. The construction of constants C, and Cz in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 shows that 
both C, and Cz increase with the dimension d. Therefore the estimates (4.3) and (4.7) are true 
for all th*: processes H( - ) and S( l ) of dimensions d, < d. 
Proposition 4.5. Let t( t ) and q( t ) be subject o the conditiom of Proposition 4.1. Let y E Rd be 
mch that I y I = 1. Let S”(t) = (SW, y) and H*(t) = (H(t), y) where S and Hare @en by (4.1) 
and (4.2) and let 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Proof. Note that I H*(t) + S*(t)1 = I H”(tl + S”(t) I, where xM denotes projection of x onto 
the one-dimensional linear space M spanned by the vector y. The rest follows from Corollary 
4.3. I7 
5, Compactness of solutions to the SP 
Note that there exist functions p(x) and F(x) on lRd such that p(x) = ,U(x> and a(x) = F(x) 
if x E D and F and 0 are Lipschitz continuous (see [25, Section VI.23). In the sequel we will 
write (+ and p instead of Cr and ii. 
By construction both y, and aD” are infinitely differentiable. By virtue of Theorem 3.5 the 
conditions of [15] are satisfied and there exists a strong solution (x,( - 1, k,( l )) to t-he SP in 
(0,. v,). Let 9’= C(R+, Rd) x C(R+, Rd). We endow %’ with the topology of uniform conver- 
gence on finite intervals. Consider 2, = ( xy( - ), k,( - )) as a random variable with values in F. 
In this section we will show that the family of random variables Z,, on (0, 9, F) is tight. 
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Proposition 5.1. Let (x,, k,,) be a solution to the SP in (O,, ‘y,) such that x,(O) =xs E aDv. Let 
q > 0 be such that 4q < 1 and p = 2 - q. Then there exist constants e > 0, C, > 0 and T > 0, 
independent of v, such that for all s < T, 
P( 1 k, I(s) > es”) < C3sp. (5 1) . 
Proof. Cl) But y = ‘y,(x,). Without loss of generality we may assume x0 = 0. Let a and b be the 
same as in Theorem 3.5. Let g = a/(1 - a ) * ‘I*. (If # is the angle between y,(O) and a vector on 
the surface of the cone C(0, y,(O), a, b), then a = cos # and g = ctg @.) Let PO be such that for 
each v, 
ly,(x)-y,(?l)l<(3+2g)-‘, ifx, yEaD,, ix-yI<&~ 
Let pi be such that 
P:+(P, +P,g)*~b*. 
Put 
(5 2) . 
(5 3) . 
Iv-=(zaP: z=hy, --<<<cQ), L = (y E Rd: (y, y) = 0). 
For any x E Wd let xM and x L be projections on M and L, respectively, and x * = (n, y). For 
P%-J01 Put 
E =E(/3) = (z EE”: p(z, M) <p, p(z, L) <fi +/3g], 
F=F(P)=(~ER~: p(y, M)<p,Pg<y*<P+Pg). 
Note that the choice of /3 ensures F c C(0, y, a, b). Also F c E. 
(2) Fk V. Let (x,, k,) be the solution to the SP in CD,, ?J. In the course of the proof we 
will omit index Y in x,( l ), k,( - ), 0, and ‘y,( - ). Let 
T = inf(t: x(t) &E(P)). (5 4) . 
It is clear that T = 7, A 7*, where 
71 = inf(t: x*(t) a@ +pg), (5 5) . 
T* = inf(t: I XL(t) 1 a/3). (5 6) . 
Let ?7ij(t) = ~ij(X(t)) and (i(t) = iLi( x(t)) and S(t) and H(t) be given by (4.1) and (4.2). Let 
60) = - &(s*(t) +H*(t)) and y(t) =S*(t) + H*(t) + l(t) +pg. 
The process y( - ) is a one-dimensional Ito process and 
y(t) & pg, for all t > 0. (5 7) . 
In this section we will show that a.s. for all t < T, 
s(t) -: Pa > k*(t). (5 8) . 
Since x*(t) = H*(t) + S*(t) + k *(t), the inequality (5.8) is equivalent o 
P(y(t) ax*(t), for all t <T) = 1. (5 9) . 
Suppose (5.9) is not true. Let 
8 = inf(s: x*(s) >y(s)) (5.10) 
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and suppose P{8 < T} > 0. Continuity of x* and y implies x “(0) = y(B). By virtue of (5.10) 
there exists E > 0 such that 
y(e+t)<x*(e+t), forall t <E. 
In view of (5.7), 
x*(e) 2pg. 
(5.11) 
Therefore x(0) E F( fl> c D \aO. Continuity of x( l ) implies x(0 + t) E D \a0 for all suffi- 
ciently small t. By virtue of (1.3), 
k(e + t) -k(t) = 0, for all sufficiently small t. (5.12) 
For all t subject to (5.121, 
x*(e + t) -y(e + f) 
=x*(e + f) --x*(e) - (Y(e + f) -Y(e)) 
=H*(e+f)-H*(e)+s*(e+f)-s*(e)+k*(e+f)-k*(e) 
-p*(e+f)--H*(e)+s*(e+f)-s*(e)+~(e+f)-c(e)) 
= -g(e t f) - c(e)) G 0. 
The latter contradicts (5.11). 
(3) In view of (5.2) for any y E E(p) n 30, 
Y*(Y) = (Y(Y)9 Y) > 1 -u, 
where v = (3 + 2g)- ’ and 
IY”(Y)l<U. 
Thus for each s < 7, 
k*(s) = j;f(x(f))d I k I(f) > (1 
0 
-v) I k I(s), 
kL(~)=$yL(~)ldlkl(r)culkl(s). 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
Using (5.161, we can write 
P(l + g) 
lkl(sb (1_v) 
P(l +g) 
Ikl(s)a (l_v) ,S<T 
G’(k*(s)>P(l+g))+P(s>T, ~=r,) 
+ P(s 2 7, 7 = TJ, 
where q and r2 are given by (5.5) and (5.6). From (5.8) follows 
(5.17) 
E{ w4} 
pIk*(~l.P(1+g),s~~)~P(5(s).P,s<7)~P(~(s)>~,~ p4 . (5.18) 
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Equality (5.9) implies 
P{s 2 7, 7 = r*) =P(~*(r,)=p+pg,s>,r~=r)~P(y(r1)~p+pg,sB~~=7) 
=P(S*(T,)+H*(q)+~(T,)~p,s>,r,=T) 
<P{ sup IS*(t)+H*(t)+{(t)l,Pj 
O<t<s 
<P{ sup lS*(t)+H*(t)btp)+P{ sup g(t)>,+@) 
Odi<S O<f<S 
< 
H*(t) I)*) + E{((S)4} 
1 ( N 4 l 7 
(5.19) 
Similarly, 
pIr2 =Ta)=P(IxL(T2)I=p, T2=T<s) 
=P(SL(~z)+HL(r2)-tkL(~2)=&r2=~<s] 
<P{ sup ISL(t)+HL(t)I,tp) 
o<r<s 
+P{IkLl(T2)B~P,72=7<~j. 
Trivinlly, (1 - v)/v = 2(1 +g). Using (5.15) and (5.16), we get 
(5.20) 
E(5W4) 
<P(k*(7,)aP(1+g),T2=-)< p4 . 
(5.21) 
The last inequality in (5.21) is due to (5.18). Combining (5X7)-(5.21), we get 
EW4) + 25 P(IkI(~)aep)~(2+2~) p4 
E( ( sup I S”(t) + HL(t) 1)4\ 
o<r,cs 
P4 
Y (5.22) 
where e = (1 + g)/( 1 - v). Applying Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.5 to the right-hand side of 
j5.22), we get 
C,S2 
P(IkI(s)>eP)< --pi (5.23) 
witn an appropriate choice of C,. 
(4) Let s be such that 
S4<PO%~ (5.24) 
where PO and & are given by (5.2) and (5.3). Then p = sq satisfies the conditions of part (1) 
and we can apply (5.23) to it, whereas (5.1) follows. 0 
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&~~sition 5.2. Let e, p ond q be the same as in Proposition 5.1 and I= 3e. Then there exists 
Ca > 0 mch thlll for any s si;.!$ect to (5.24) and any v and any t > 0, 
P 
1 
SUP[ Ix,(t+6) 
6<S 
-x,(t) I + I k,(t + 6) -k,(t) I] > lsq} < C@. (5.25) 
Proof. The left-hand side of (5.25) does not exceed 
P suplx,(t+Sj-x,(t)l>2es 
( S<S 
q} +P{suplk,(t+6)-k,(r)l>esR} 
6<s 
=I, +I,. 
Let (assuming inf@} = t + s below) 
(5.26) 
Then 
where 
Let S(t) 
Similarly 
where 
T = inf(u: t < u < t + s, q(u) E aDv). 
I,<P 
{ 
suPlk,(7+i3)-kk,(T)I>esq, T<tfsj 
6<s 
<P 
1 
sup[ Ik,I(~+6)-Ik,l(r)] >es”, r<f+s 
6<s > 
=P(IkJ(r+s)-(k,((r)>es*, rcf+s) 
=E(&(x,(r)); 7 <t +s), (5.27) 
&(x) = P,( I k, I(s) > es?). 
and H(t) be given by (4.1) and (4.2) with t(t) = p(X,,(t)) and II qij(I)II =d~~(t)). 
to (5.271, 
1,4P{suplS(t+6)+H(tt6)-S(t)-H(t)I>e.~q} 
b<s 
tP supIk,(t+S)-kJt)l>es?,r<t+s 
( 6<s ) 
G E(4I(Xv(~)); 7 < t -i s) + @#+,(t))), (5.28) 
4,(x) = p”{ SUPI 
6<s 
sjs)+H(S)I>es” . 1 
for any x E aDv. (5.29) 
Proposition 5.1 implies 
4!(X) G QP, 
On the other hand, by virtue of (4.7) and Chebyshev’s inequality, 
c,s2 
42(x) G (es4)4 - 
Combining (5.27)~(5.30), we get (5.25) with an appropriate choice of C,. 0 
(5.30) 
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Proposition 5.3. Let (Y,(t), t 2 O), v E N, be a family of continuous tochastic processes in 08’” 
such that for all u, 
r,(O) = Y,, (5.31) 
and there exists so > 0 such that for each t and s < so, 
P supIY,(t+S)-Y,(t)I>Es” 
{ 6<s 1 
ccsp, (5.32) 
for some E > 0, C > 0, q > 0 and p > 1, independent of v, s and t. Then { YvC . )) is tight, that is, 
for each {Q, k = 1, 2,... ) there exists (uk,j such that for each bounded continuous functional f on 
C([O, 4, IV’?, limt_E{f(YvII( - ))I e&s. 
Proof. Since C([O, m), lRm) is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on finite 
intervals, it is sufficient to prove the statement of the proposition only for the process Y,(t) 
defined on a finite time interval [0, T]. 
Let n be such that s = T/n < $so. Let p = 2(2s)“E. Then, 
P 1 supIY,(t,)-Y,(t,)I>p, pfp I+t, IO 
r2 *f 1 } 
n 
< isI P s~dYv(t,)-Yv(i+s)I> +p, ItI -isId!s 
I ) 
+P’supl Y(t,) - Y,(is) I > $p, I t, 
( 
\\ 
- is I< 2s 
t2 I 
< 2nC(2s)P = C2p+‘TPn’-P. (5.33) 
The last inequality in (5.33) is due to (5.32). It is obvious that p + 0 as n + 00. Since p > 1, 
(5.33) converges to 0 as n --) 00. This implies validity of [lo, Chapter VI.4, Theorem 1, relation 
cl)]. Trivially (5.33) and (5.31) yield tightness of finite-dimensional distribution of Y,< * ). The 
rest follows from the above-mentioned theorem. EI 
Theorem 5.4. Let (x,, k,) be a solution to the SP in CO,, yJ such that 
x,(O) =x0 E D, for all u. 
Then the family of processes Y”(t) = (w(t), x,,(t), k,(t), 1 k, I(t)), t 2 0, is tight. 
Proof. Applying Proposition 4.2 to the Wiener process w(t), we get 
P supIw(t)-w(t+S)I>es4 
i 1 i 
=Y supIw(S)I>es4 
> 
c,s* 
< -7, (5.34) 
s<s s<s 
with an appropriate choice of Cs. In course of the proof of Proposition 5.2 it was shown that 
P{sup(Ik,I(t+S)-(kvj(t))>es4}<C,sP. 
s<s 
Thus condition (5.32) of Proposition 5.3 is satisfied with m = 3d + 1, E = 5e and C = C, + C, 
+c,. Cl 
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6. Construction of a weak solution to the SP 
In this section we will show that a weak limit of the sequence of strong solutions to the SP 
provides a weak solution. Let (x,, k,,) be the strong solution to the SP in (D”, y,) and 
x,(O) =x0 E D for all V. By virtue of Theorem 5.4 there exists a sequence vn + 0 as n + 00 such 
that the sequence of processes x,j l I= (4 l ), xv! l 1, k& - ), I fc, I ( l )) converges _weakly. [6, 
Chapter 3, Theorem 1.81 (see also [20]) yields an existence of a probability space (0, 59, Q), a 
process Z( l ) = ( W( l _ ), X( l 1, K( - ), V( l !) and processes Z,$ l 1 = ( W,J - ), X,( l ), 
K,( l 1, I K, I( l )I on (0, g, Q) with the following properties. The distribution of 2, is the 
same as that of Yy, (in particular, ( 1.11-f 1.4) hold for ( V$ A’,,, K,, 1 K, I ) and ( Dvti, r,,)) and 
for Q-almost all Cs, 
1imZJ - ) =Z( - ), 
n-0 
in C([O, ml, lR3d+*). (6 1) . 
Put q = o(WW. MS). s < 0. 
Proposition 6.1. The process W( - J on (ii, f?, Ql is a standard Brownian motion with respect o 
the filtration z!?[. 
proof, Since each W, has the same distribution as w( - ) and W = lim W,, the distribution of W 
coincides with that of w. To prove the statement of the proposition we need only to show that 
___I \ 
lw\ul - wWt ri and ZZ[ are independent if u i t. 
Let s,<sz< - l - <s, G t and let f~ C&lRZm, 
for the expectation operator on fi) 
R) and g E C&R, R). Then (using Q below 
Q(f(WA K(s,L, WA W,j)g(W) - Wt)ll 
= lim Q(f(Wn(sl), K,(s,),..., 
n+x 
Yl(%n)~ Ks%?&(W,(4 - w,(t))) 
= lim E(f(qJs,), k,(s,) n+r ‘). . * Ah?l)~ wtn))g(w,(4 - w,(O)] 
= lim E(f(wnCsl)7 kn(SI)7...9Wn(Sm)9 kn(sm)))E(g(wn(u~ - wn(t>)) 
n+= 
= lim Q(f(Wn(sl), Kn(sI)Fe.. R-2 3 w,(sm))~Q(@Xu) - K(f))) 
= Q(f(wb,), Ws,), - -0 7 Wrn)~ K(s,)))Q(g(W~ - W(t)% 
We conclude by using monotoile class arguments. q 
Theorem 6.2. The pair (WC * ), K( l 1) on Cd, %‘, gt9 Q) is a weak solution to the SP in (D, y). 
Proof. Cl) With some abuse of notions we wi!l write yn and D,, instead of y‘, and Dp in the 
sequel. Condition (2.2) was proved in Proposition 6.1. Fix Cs. The sequence of “functions” W,C - ), 
X,C - ). K,f - > and I K, I( - ) converges uniformly on any compact interval to W( l ), XC - 1, K( * ) 
and V( - 1, respectively. Show that for each t, 
Y~(&(S)) -+Y(+)), uniformly on [O, f]. (6 2) . 
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Since Y&x) + Y(x) uniformly on every compact set, the family y,( l ) is equicontinuous on 
U ,,D,, c {x; p(x, D) G 1). Therefore, 
supI Yn(X(S)) - Y(Jw) I G SUPI Yn(x,(S)) - Y,(W)) I 
s,ct s<t 
+ SUP I Yrz(X(S)) - Y(q)) I l (6 3) l 
s<t 
As n + 00 the second term in the right-hand side of (6.3) converges to zero due to uniform 
convergence of y, to y. The first term converges to zero due to equicontinuity of yn and 
uniform convergence of X,( - ) to X( - ). 
(2) Consider 
G (SUPI Y,(X,W) - Y(XW) I) I K, I(t) + I I K, l(t) - V(t) lsupl y(X(s)) I. 
s<t s<t 
(6 4) . 
Since I K, I(t) --) V(t), the first term in the right-hand side of (6.4) converges to zero as n + 00. 
Inasmuch as I y(x) I = 1 for all x, the same is true for the second term. Applying (1.4) to 
( W,, X,, K,) and using (6.41, we can write 
K(t) = lim K,(t) = lim fy,@&))d I K, I(S) = [‘Y(X(S))WS). (6 9 . 
n+~ n+@J () 0 
On the other hand, if K( - ) is given by (6.5), then 
I K l(t) = jtl y(X(s)) IdF/‘(s) = v(t). 
0 
(6 6) . 
From (6.5) and (6.6) we get (2.6). 
(3) Let g E C(Rd, R) be any bounded function with support outside A, = (x E Rd: p( x, aD) 
2 E}. In view of (3.3), for all sufficiently large n, 
aD,, CA,. 
Since (1.3) holds for (K,, X,), 
~~tg(X(s))dlKl(s)~=~~k(X(~))dlKl(~)-/tg(X,(s))dlK~l(~)~ 
0 0 0 
~w)suPlg(w)) -&K(s))I 
s<t 
+(supg(x))d iK, I(S)-lKl(s)l. (6 7) . 
X s<t 
In view of (6.6) and uniform convergence of (X,( - ), I K, I ( l )) to (X( - ), I/( - >), the quantity in 
the left-hand side of (6.7) is equal to zero. Usual arguments show /g( X(s)) d I K I(s) vanishes 
for all Bore1 measurable functions g with support outside A,. Thus (2.5) follows. 
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(4) Since X,(s) ED,, and &D, DI,j + 0, it follows trivially that N.s) E D, thus (2.4) is 
satisfied. To prove (2.3), note that 
XJt) =x0 + [tu(u~~, dYl(s) + jtP(x(s)) ds + K,(t)- (6 8) . 
0 0 
As n --, x, the left-hand side of (6.8) converges to X(t). The last term in the right-hand side 
converges to K(t). The integrand in the second term in the right-hand side converges uniformly 
for all s < c to p( X(s)), whereas the second term converges to /orp( X(s)) ds. On the other 
hand, for any stopping time 7 with respect to filtration a( W,(s), n = 1, 2,. . . , s < t ), 
<Q(Wl’l X,(s)-X(s)l’ds+ (sup tr(O(x)cT(x)))sup(W(s)- W,(s))‘), 
0 XE D s<r 
(6 9) . 
where aT means transposition of a, tr stands for the trace of a matrix and M is the Lipschitz 
constant in (2.0. From (6.9) we can conclude that for a.a. is the first integral in the right-hand 
side of (6.8) converges to j&r( X( s)) d W(s). Thus (2.3) follows and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is 
concluded. q 
Remark 6.3. The main result can be extended to unbounded D, using localization arguments 
(see, e.g., [21]). The technique is trivial and we omit it. 
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